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For the Valentine’s Day party on Monday the students may bring in a valentine for their
classmates along with a prepackaged candy or treat.

Math
Next week we will be looking at multiplying fractions,
converting measures of weight and mass, and looking
at exponents and square roots. Things are starting to
pick up in math which means we are starting to get into
some more complex areas of math. Please encourage
your child to be asking questions during class or at
home if they are not understanding something!

Grammar
This week the students learned about adverbs and
adjectives. We focused on the differences between the
two and how to identify if a modifying word is an
adverb or adjective. We will continue learning about
adverbs next week.

Social Studies
In geography, we are hopefully wrapping up South
America (early next week) before moving on to Europe.
The kids created some really nice South America maps
that we will have on display outside our classroom.

Reminders
-Auction Tickets are now on sale. You won't want to
miss this year's 70's Disco themed event! Messiah's
Boogie Wonderland will take place on Saturday,
February 26th at Old Hickory Golf Club. Purchase
tickets by visiting the MLS website and clicking the
auction banner.
-Book Reports are due on February 28th.

Reading
We finished up a quick, but fun book last
week (The Whipping Boy) and were able to
watch the movie version of the book this
week. The kids did a great job spotting some
similarities and differences between the two.
We also spent time learning about some of
the ways people made money back in
medieval times such as being a ratcatcher or a
mudlarker. We will continue to read our new
novel, Holes next week!

Spelling
The spelling words for the upcoming week
are as follows: thoughtful, successful,
wasteful, wonderful, skillful, plentiful,
government, amusement, predicament,
excitement, punishment, arrangement,
fearless, careless, worthless, thoughtless,
useless, reckless, emotionless, meaningless

Religion
The Memory for the upcoming week is:
“Therefore everyone who hears these words
of mine and puts them into practice is like a
wise man who built his house on the rock.” -
Matthew 7:24

Science
This week the students started learning about
space and our solar system. We will also be
tying in some aspects of physical science
looking at potential and kinetic energy and
space travel. Fasten your seatbelts!


